Abstract. The characteristic similarity of clothing can describe the degree of similarity between clothing and clothing, from this point of view can be excavated more clothing collocation rules. In this paper, the garment collocation algorithm is studied based on deep learning technology. On the basis of the clothing collocation style of expert opinions, the expert collocation rules are expanded through the characteristic similarity of clothing. The Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and the Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM) in deep learning can be used to find the characteristics between clothing from the perspective of the style features, compatibility features and semantic features of clothing. A new collocation combination can be found by the similarity calculation of the characteristics. Through the simulation experiment and the judgment of the evaluation index, the prediction performance of the algorithm in this paper is better than Siamese Convolution Neural Network (SCNN) and the association rule algorithm of and data transaction.
Introduction
Nowadays, people have increasingly been paid more and more attention on clothing collocation. There are many ways to recommend clothing collocation, such as fashion people's collocation recommendations, a large number of purchases of the combination of recommendations, and a combination of recommendations that experts can give. But the access of experts' recommendations is limited. The number is not large and the cost of access is also very expensive, it cannot meet the needs of the huge clothing market. There's a viable solution that we can expand these expert rules with the advice of known experts and deep learning techniques to form a large matching library. We can extract the implicit collocation characteristics of clothing through deep learning technology. Compared these features with the combination of clothing provided by the experts, the clothing combination that meets the expert opinion can constitute a new matching rule.
Xiong [1] and others used CNN to do a lot of work on cross-domain clothing retrieval. CNN can show better recognition under different circumstances. Nogueira [2] and others have combined the filtering technology with human visual attention to obtain a more accurate clothing recommendation model. Low [3] and others proposed a hierarchical structure of SCNN and showed that it has good performance in people's re-identification. Chen [4] conducted an in-depth study of clothing retrieval and matching techniques by calculating the Bundled feature similarity. The Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM) was first proposed by Hochreiter et al [5] . In its application, Gers et al. [6] used LSTM to learn simple context-sensitive languages and indicated that LSTM is superior to traditional Recurrent Nerves Network (RNN). Chopra et al. [7] proposed a method for the similarity measure of face verification by using the contrast loss function.
In this paper, we use the CNN and LSTM network models in the field of deep learning to study the collocation model. The model can extract the matching clothing features based on expert opinions, and use these features to expand more matching rules, which can recommend more matching combinations for users. This is the goal of this paper.
System Architecture Model
This article expands a large collocation rule based on a combination of known expert opinions. These expert collocations are a series of matching rules given by people who own deep qualifications and experience in the field of clothing collocation. To generate these new rules, we can focus on the matching of clothing from the perspective of clothing feature similarity. The characteristics of a garment are considered in three ways. The first is the style of the clothing itself. There are many clothing styles, which include the rich colors of clothing, fabrics, fashion elements, etc. Different garments have different matching styles. The second is the compatibility of the clothing. The compatibility feature reflects the abstract difference between the two garments. The result is either collocation or not. The last is the textual feature of the garments, which is a textual description of the garment's characteristics. Finally, a clothing feature extraction model architecture can be shown in Figure 1 . The model architecture contains three modules in total. The first module is the extraction of the clothing style feature SV, which is b and d structures in Figure 2 . The second module is the extraction of the garment compatible feature CV, which is c structure in Figure 2 . The third module is the extraction of the clothing text semantic WV, which is a and e structures in Figure 2 . If the style, compatibility and textual features of the garment are recorded as the comprehensive features of the garment, it ultimately constitutes an overall feature vector X = [WV, SV, CV] which describe the garment. Then, we can use the cosine similarity to calculate the cosine of the two eigenvectors to determine whether the two garments are matched.
If two garments C1 and C2 are given, they are collocation combinations determined by the expert. Thus, C1 and C2 have higher similarities in the clothing characteristics. For example, if C1 is chosen, a combination of C3 and C2 is selected, and the cosine similarity of the feature vector is calculated. If the result is that C3 and C2 are similar, it can be considered that C3 and C1 are also a collocation combination.
Therefore, when the clothing style feature purchased by the user has a high degree of similarity with one of the collocation combinations, then the other garment of the combination is recommended to the user. It is the practical significance of the research in this paper. The three feature extractions will be described in detail below.
Feature Extraction of Clothing
Based on the characteristics of expert collocation, CNN and LSTM neural networks can be used to extract the style features, compatibility features and text features of the clothing. These features are feature vectors that can describe clothing information. The similarity of the garments is judged by the included angle between these feature vectors on the two-dimensional space.
The Style Feature Extraction of Clothing
The style feature extraction of clothing is to learn the clothing style features through CNN, which is the b and d modules in Figure 1 . CNN extracts the clothing style features through convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully connected neural network. According to relevant research, the style of clothing is very important for the matching of clothing. The overall style of a garment is divided by two parts: one is the category feature Ym, which make you know whether it is a dress, a trouser or a T-shirt. Category features are generally easier to obtain and can only be judged by the shape outline of the clothing image. Another is the information feature Yn of the garment, which contains the color characteristics, the four seasons features, the size characteristics and the specific fashion element characteristics of the garment. Remember Y as the overall style characteristics of clothing, then: The network can be obtained through github. The first branch completes the training of network weights through a large number of pictures to obtain the comprehensive feature Y of the clothing. Another branch completes the training by the category label corresponding to the picture and the picture. Finally, the 4096-dimensional clothing category feature Ym is extracted from the last layer of the network. Since the information feature Yn of the clothing is difficult to obtain, its information feature can be described by Y-Ym. The core algorithm for implementing AlexNet by using TensorFlow is shown in Table 1 . 
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In the table, convX and poolX represent the result values of the training for each layer of the network. x1, x2, y1, y2 represents the training parameter values for each layer of the network.
The Compatibility Feature Extraction of Clothing
The compatibility feature extraction of the two garments requires a Siamese Convolution Neural Network (SCNN), which is the c module in Figure 1 . The compatibility feature reflects the abstract difference between the two garments. The items1 and items2 are either match or not. The final extracted features are recorded as CV. The judgment of the compatible features can be described by a compatible extraction network structure, as shown in Figure 3 . where Cupper represents the top clothing, Clower represents bottom clothing, Gw (Cupper) and Gw (Clower) respectively represent the low-dimensional vector after CNN. The whole network output is Ew. Ew indicates the compatibility of the two pieces of clothing. Ew can be expressed by the following formula:
A matching clothing sample (Cupper, Clower) can be given, the unmatched sample is (Cupper, C'lower), and the goal is to make this network train a set of rules to satisfy:
Where m is a constant, the contrast loss function can be used to effectively train the network and handle the relationship between the data. The contrast loss function formula is:
where (Y, Cupper, Clower) i represents the i-th training sample, Y represents a binary tag of the top or bottom clothing, and its value is 0 or 1. When Y is 1, it means clothing is matched, otherwise it is not matched. p represents the total number of samples. LC is a loss function that measures matched of clothing samples, and LI is a loss function that measures the mismatched of clothing samples. In order to make the model training convergence, the matching clothing makes L(W) as small as possible, and the unmatched clothing makes L(W) as large as possible. The effective way is to make LC is a decreasing function and LI is an increasing function. After the training process is convergence, the respective compatible vectors of each pair of garments can be obtained from the last layer of the network. The core algorithm based on TensorFlow's contrast loss function is shown in Table 2 . The compatible clothing picture is represented by 0, and the incompatible picture is represented by 1. Algorithm 2: siamese_loss def siamese_loss(out1,out2,y,Q=5): Q = tf.constant(Q, name="Q",dtype=tf.float32) E_w = tf.sqrt(tf.reduce_sum(tf.square(out1-out2),1)) pos = tf.multiply(tf.multiply(y,2/Q),tf.square(E_w)) neg = tf.multiply(tf.multiply(1-y,2*Q),tf.exp(-2.77/Q*E_w)) loss = pos + neg loss = tf.reduce_mean(loss) return loss
The Text Semantic Feature Extraction of Clothing
The text semantic feature extraction of the garment corresponds to the a and e modules in Figure 1 . Although the image contains rich features, the text description is also an important piece of information. For example, "ONLY2018 Summer New Women's T-Shirt", this paragraph contains important information, such as time, brand, season, gender, style, new or not, etc., They are difficult to extract by image features. The model architecture of text semantic extraction is shown in Figure 4 . The model of Figure 4 includes a divide phrase module, a word vector generation module (Word2Vec), an encoding module and a decoding module. The divide phrase module divides a text into many words one by one. The word vector generation module maps the result of the word segmentation into a fixed length word vector. The encoding module encodes the word vector. The decoding module decodes the word vector after the word vector is encoded. Repeat this process, and constantly optimize the weight values of the encoding.
After a text is entered into the model, the word segmentation module is first divided into words such as word1, word2, ..., wordn, n is the total number of words. A word segmentation tool used in the paper called Jieba word segmentation tool. After Word2Vec is converted words into a word vector, it can be expressed as X(word1), X(word2), ..., X(wordn). The vector dimension can be specified as needed. Finally, the encoded LSTM module can obtain the whole word vector whose dimension is the same as a word vector. The decoded LSTM module has the same number of LSTM units. The decoded output vector can be expressed as X (word1'), X (word2'), ..., X (wordn'). Each LSTM unit structure is optimized with the original word vector until the model converges so that the original semantic feature information can be included as much as possible. Finally, the vector WV describing the text is obtained.
Calculation of Clothing Feature Similarity
In Figure 1 , after acquiring the text semantic feature vector WV of the clothing, the clothing style feature vector SV and the compatible feature vector CV, the three vectors are spliced into a total eigenvector X = [WV, SV, CV] which can describe items1 and items2. The similarity of two arbitrary garments can be calculated by cosine similarity, the formula for the cosine similarity can be given by:
||) * ||×||) , || (6) where the value of sim(V1,V2) is between 0 and 1. The value is closer to 1, the more similar the two vectors are, the more the two garments are matched. The value is closer to 0, the more dissimilar the two vectors are, the more the two garments are not matched. Suppose there is an expert's clothing match for {items1, items2}. If the feature of a clothing items3 is calculated by cosine similarity and find that it has a high degree similarity of items1, then a new matching rule can be obtained {items3, items2}. The cosine similarity algorithm based on numpy is shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Cosine similarity algorithm. ''' Cosine similarity input: x(mat): Stored in the form of a row vector, which can be a user or a commodity y(mat): Stored in the form of a row vector, which can be a user or a commodity output: Cosine similarity between x and y ''' numerator = x * y.T # scalar product between x and y denominator = np.sqrt(x * x.T) * np.sqrt(y * y.T) return (numerator / denominator) [0, 0]
Experimental Results and Analysis

Experimental Data and Evaluation Index
This paragraph is an experimental analysis of the clothing matching algorithm of expert opinions. The experiment used Taobao open source clothing transaction data for experimental verification. Considered the huge amount of data, only 8000 pieces of top clothing and 8000 pieces of bottom clothing data were retained, including only the expert combination data records as 800. Since only the combination of top and bottom is considered, it is necessary to use a negative sample in the opinion based on the expert. The extraction of the negative samples requires the aid of the trained Alexnet network model, and it is necessary to select and form 5000 negative samples of garments with similar visual characteristics of clothing. From this, 1500 pieces of data were randomly selected as negative samples.
In order to select the accurate clothing combination, this paper adopted the MAP@N evaluation method [11] . The core of the algorithm is to calculate whether the given result matches the combination result given by the expert. The larger the matching value is, the better the algorithm is. That's to say, the prediction performance is good.
Experimental Result
The same data were used to test the Alexnet network, the SCNN, the association rule of clothing transaction data (ClothApr) and our method. The test result table is shown in Table 4 . The larger value of MAP means the better the predictability of the algorithm. It can be seen from the table that the prediction of the algorithm in this paper is better than the other three. For further comparison, the test index results of the above various algorithms are represented by a change graph, as shown in Figure 5 
Experimental Analysis
Compared with the simple SCNN network and Alexnet network, the above experimental results show that combining two algorithms and LSTM is often closer to the expert collocation rules. Because the association rules of clothing transactions do not consider the characteristics of the clothing itself, so it is better than the association rules of clothing transaction data. However, with the amount of test data increases, the predictability of two method is almost the same. The most likely cause is that the network weights are not optimized enough during the training of convolutional neural networks and long-term memory networks. Another reason for this is the weighting bias of the training may not achieve the training optimization goal. Therefore, the experiment needs to increase the number of training samples so that the best training model can be obtained.
When the training sample is large enough and the similarity of the two clothing feature vectors is calculated by the cosine similarity, if the calculation result reaches the index of MAP@N, the two garments can be considered to conform to the expert's matching rules. Thus, this couple of clothing constitute a new matching rule expanded into a matching library.
Conclusion
From the perspectives of clothing collocation, this paper considers style features, compatibility features and textual semantics features. The style features of the clothing are the feature of the clothing picture information which included the category characteristics and information features of the clothing. The compatibility features of the clothing reflect whether or not the two garments are matched. Text semantic features describe clothing textual information. These three features can be used to describe the overall characteristics of a clothing. Then the degree of matching of two garment can be calculated by the cosine similarity. And the combination of clothing that meets the test indicators can constitute a new matching rule.
In terms of clothing matching, this paper only judges the degree of matching between the top and bottom of the clothing and not consider the overall coordination of shoes, ties, skirts, etc. This is the future research direction of the clothing matching field.
